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Mediation: 
An Alternative 

Dispute Resolution 
Method That Boards 

Should Adopt
DAnIEl  EE

Legal costs for companies and their boards are on the rise.
The SID-SGX Singapore Board of Directors’ Survey 2015 found 

that 80 per cent of boards polled had sought external legal advice 
compared to just 38 per cent two years previously. It also found that 
boards place the most reliance on external legal advice compared to 
other forms of professional advice.

As business becomes more complex and companies expand ever 
outwards beyond Singapore, this high reliance on legal advisers is 
expected to continue, particularly as an increasing proportion of 
legal costs is spent on resolving disputes.
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In that regard, litigation is the most common way to resolve legal 
disputes, though companies may prefer arbitration for the privacy 
and greater certainty in the resolution of conflicts.

That said, a third option exists. Mediation is not on the radar 
of many company executives, but it is often a more cost-effective 
and productive way to resolve legal disputes.

ThE TyPICAl DISPuTE PROCESS

Typically, the company deals with a dispute by assigning 
management personnel to deal with the matter as well as appointing 
external counsel.

Eventually, the company has to decide on whether it can, and wants 
to, settle or proceed with litigation. Depending on the significance 
of the matter, the case may be brought to the attention of the board 
which would usually accept the CEO’s recommendation to litigate, 
especially if it is backed by advice from a reputable law firm.

Unfortunately, the outcome of litigation is seldom certain. 
Most lawyers would say: “You have a strong case, but . . .” And 
sometimes, even if the company “wins”, the judgement is not what 
is expected.

When legal and related costs are tallied up, the board may, 
justifiably, wonder whether it was all worth it or just a pyrrhic 
victory. Shareholders may also ask that question as significant legal 
costs must be disclosed in the financial statements.

What is more damaging is the amount of attention, time and 
energy absorbed by management (and sometimes the board) in 
dealing with the twists and turns of litigation. On top of that, there 
are potential reputational issues to deal with.
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ThE ThIRD OPTIOn

In many cases, mediation offers a better way to resolve legal disputes, 
rather than litigation or arbitration.

The mediator is a neutral third-party who helps the disputing 
parties identify their interests and priorities, and work out a mutually 
beneficial settlement.

Take the actual case of a contractual dispute worth S$6 million 
between two joint venture partners that was mediated at the Singapore 
Mediation Centre.

The parties had commenced legal proceedings and the plaintiff’s 
legal fees had amounted to S$150,000 by the time the parties agreed 
to mediation.

The mediator helped the parties reach a settlement on key issues, 
which included monetary amounts and rights regarding future 
business agreements. In addition, the mediation allowed the parties 
to address the loss of trust between them.

The mediation session took all of 15 hours and it saved the parties 
an estimated two-year wait to get to a trial which would have lasted 
an additional three to four weeks. The costs of a court trial would 
have been substantial for both parties, estimated at about S$400,000 
by one party’s lawyer. By contrast, the mediation session lasted one 
day and cost each party about S$12,000.

ThE BOARD’S ROlE

Among its many roles, the board is responsible for managing risks 
relating to legal disputes.

It should be objective and proactive when assessing a dispute 
and determine whether there is a better way to resolve it. Often, the 
parties, including management, legal counsel and subject matter 
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specialists, can get carried away with the notion that “we have a 
strong case”. As the clock ticks, so does the legal fee meter.

In fact, a responsible board should establish a culture and process 
that incorporate mediation as a first step in any dispute resolution. 
More companies are including mediation clauses in their contracts so 
that any potential dispute will first take the mediation route, thereby 
increasing the chance of an early, less expensive settlement.

One such company is General Electric Corporation (GE) which 
uses mediation as a strategic tool to manage legal disputes around 
the world.

In the 2014 Singapore Mediation Lecture, Brad Berenson, senior 
counsel at GE, said that mediation has helped GE resolved disputes 
more quickly at a reasonable outcome that minimises not only 
outside legal spend, but also the damage to business relationships, 
distraction of key personnel, and the commercial uncertainty of 
litigation.

Mediation is versatile. It applies to any kind of conflict that is 
not criminal in nature – from million-dollar lawsuits to internal 
workplace conflicts.

Mediation-trained managers are better able to identify the 
hidden interests of disputing employees, promote constructive 
communication, and turn conflicts into mutually beneficial 
outcomes.

Mediation will, of course, not work for all disputes. But they 
do work well for enough disputes to make them worth the while. 
According to the Singapore Mediation Centre, about 75 per cent of 
cases handled by them are successfully resolved. Other jurisdictions 
report similar success rates.

This is good enough reason for boards to understand what 
mediation is all about and to put their companies’ legal disputes 
to the test. ■


